Thank You

TO OUR GENEROUS CORPORATE SUPPORTERS
From donating oral health products to providing funding support and beyond,
Give Kids A Smile would not be possible without the generosity of our
corporate supporters.
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Colgate has served as the exclusive consumer product sponsor of Give Kids A Smile since 2007.
In addition to donating 250,000 toothbrushes and toothpaste annually to the program (valued
at approximately $500,000), Colgate has contributed $1,600,000 in funding to support GKAS
initiatives that coincide with the company’s mission to connect underserved communities
with oral health resources. Colgate’s total contribution to GKAS over the past 16 years is
valued at $9,600,000.
Henry Schein has served as the exclusive professional product sponsor of Give Kids A Smile for
two decades. Each year through Henry Schein Cares Foundation’s in-kind donation program,
Henry Schein and its generous supplier partners donate products valued at approximately
$1 million. Therefore, since 2003, Henry Schein has organized the contribution of nearly
$20,000,000 in donated products in addition to various levels of funding throughout the
years for special Give Kids A Smile related projects.
CareCredit has provided support to the Give Kids A Smile program since 2007. The company
is considered the Founding Donor of the ADA Foundation’s GKAS Fund and has made an annual
financial contribution to support the program for the past 14 years, totaling $1,175,000.
These funds, over the years, have helped to support priority GKAS initiatives, including
Continuity of Care Grants and Tiny Smiles.
3M has supported the Give Kids A Smile program in numerous impactful ways since inception
in 2003. In addition to donating product annually, 3M organized GKAS screening, education and
awareness events throughout the U.S. in conjunction with the NASCAR circuit from 2011–2015.
In 2017, the company began donating introductory sealant kits to GKAS, helping volunteers
place approximately 2,000,000 sealants on the teeth of underserved children.
Over the last 20 years, Premier Dental Products Company has donated more than $4,000,000
in oral health products to the program. The donated product allows GKAS coordinators to provide
free oral health preventive services to underserved children. Premier Dental Products Company
strives to ensure that everyone has the opportunity to receive excellent oral health care.
The American Dental Association Foundation (“ADAF”) has proudly supported the Give Kids A
Smile program over the years. GKAS has reached hundreds of thousands of children in various
ways, bringing a lasting smile to their faces. The dollars committed to the GKAS program have
not only brought oral health care to children in need, but through the ADAF’s GKAS Continuity
of Care grant program, have also ensured that many of these children are connected to a dental
home. In 2021, the ADAF committed $511,437 to support the GKAS and Tiny Smiles programs,
and the ADAF looks forward to providing continued support in 2022.
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FOR YOUR GENEROUS SUPPORT
Companies that have generously donated product or funds to
support GKAS throughout the programs 20-year existence.
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The American Dental Association Foundation congratulates
Give Kids A Smile on its 20th Anniversary of supporting dental
professionals in their commitment to improving access to
quality oral healthcare for children across the United
States. The ADAF looks forward to the continuation
of GKAS’s great work and collaborations in the years
ahead!
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